Your
door system
is worth
something
to us!

QUALITY WITH SUSTAINABLE EFFECTS!

Modernisation solutions by GEZE Switzerland
for all existing automatic door systems
We buy your old system and get your doors back on track with our upgrade solutions.
Many of the automatic doors in Switzerland have been in everyday use for at least 20 years. Renewal is inevitable after
such a long time, even if their quality and functioning are apparently still top level. Some technologies are now out of date or
spare parts are not available, so safety in compliance with standards can no longer be guaranteed.
Bring your doors bang up-to-date with our modernisation solutions , and all at a moderate, minimal cost. All possible door
systems can be retrofitted.

BENEFITS/USES/PROFIT
one single point of contact for everything
buyback and disposal of your old system
2-year warranty
 the right modernisation solution for every door situation
 lower costs compared to a completely new system
no visible changes to doors
 forward-thinking technology for perfect operation
 doors meet current standards in accordance with EN16005
guaranteed supply of spare parts
lower maintenance costs
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GEZE SLIMDRIVE
Reduction and perfection go hand-in-hand. GEZE offers a
complete range of automatic door drives in a “7 cm design”,
type-approved and certified in accordance with DIN 18650.

GEZE ECDRIVE
The quiet linear sliding door drive for numerous motion cycles with
constantly high access convenience and safety.

GEZE POWERDRIVE
Power, convenience, safety, design and diversevariations for a
wide range of needs and large and highly frequented entrance
areas.

The following components are included in the exchange of sliding door drives:
drive complete with casing, track, roller carriage, motor, rechargeable battery, lock
2 infrared/radar release devices (combined detector)
display programme switch
choice of RAL colours
assembly, dismantling and disposal of old system
Door leaves and side panels (if present) remain unchanged.

Options:
Bowden cable
safety sensors
escape route solutions
etc.

GEZE POWERTURN
The Powerturn automatic swing door drive has the ability to open
large heavy doors reliably and safely.
At the same time, its low overall height sits perfectly with any
design.

The following components are included in the exchange of swing door drives:
Powerturn or Powerturn F, with cover
GC342 laser scanner
assembly/dismantling and disposal of old system
Door leaves remain unchanged.

Options:
display programme switch
activation devices
etc.
Do you have a modernisation project in mind?
Get your individual quote in just three simple steps.
Step 1: Contact us on +41 62 285 54 00 or via schweiz.ch@geze.com
Step 2: Your local area manager will visit you on site to assess the project
Step 3: You will receive a quote for buying your old system back, and for your modernisation
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